n4	KILVERT'S  DIARY	^
I sat awhile on the old Catholic tomb of die 'Relict of Thomas
Bridgwater' under the S. Church wall, near the chancel door. This
is my favourite tomb. I love it better than all the* tombs in the
churchyard with its kindly 'Requiescat in pace*, the prayer so full
of peace, with its solemn reminder 'Tendimus hue crimes' and the
simple Latin cross at the head of the inscription. There is something
much more congenial to my mind in these old Catholic associations
than in the bald ugly hideous accompaniments which too often
mark the place of Protestant or rather Puritan burial. The Puritans
of the last century seem to have tried to make the idea and place and
associations of death and burial as gloomy, hideous and repulsive
as possible, and they have most signally succeeded.
A small and irreverent spider came running swiftly towards me
across the flat tombstone and scuttling over the sacred words and
memories with most indecent haste and levity. Here it was very
quiet and peaceful, nothing to disturb the stillness but the subdued
village voices and the cawing of the rooks nesting and brooding in
the tops of the high trees in the Castle clump. Somewhere near at
hand I heard the innkeeper's voice behind the church and across the
brook giving orders to a workman about planting some quick and
privet.
Wednesday, 29 March
Went down the meadows to Mrs. Tudor's. Handsome Tudor
was working in his garden. By the door lay a salmon rod on the
ground, so I knew the Squire was having luncheon in the cottage.
I went round and there he was with old Harry Pritchaid. He
brought out his telescope and we had a look at Crichton and Mrs.
Nicholl both wading in the river and fishing under the red clifT. I
crossed the ditch, climbed the bank and went along the beautiful
cliff walk on the edge of the cliff looking over the edge at Mrs.
Nicholl standing on a rock fishing far below till I came to a steep
path leading down the rocks to where Crichton was fishing. 'Henry,*
called Mrs. NichoU's voice faintly down the river. 'She has got a
good fish/ said Crichton, winding up his line after looking at her a
moment. We scrambled over the rocks to her, but she had landed
her fish before we reached her. I was amazed to see Mrs. Nicholl
coolly wading more than ankle deep in the river with her ordinary
lady's boots on. She walked about in the river as if she were on dry

